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ABSTRACT
The validity of the adiabatic assumption used in estimating vertical motion is examined by comparing the
relative contributions due to adiabaticprocesses with the diabatic process of infrared cooling. Radiometersonde data
are used to prepare vertical profiles of the adiabatic and infrared components of the vertical motion. These data are
first filtered to reduce the effect of random errors. Although the adiabatic component of the vertical motion is usually
much larger than the infrared component, the profiles indicate that the infrared component can be important in
determining the total vertical motion. A comparison of the contribution of the infrared component in cloudy versus
clear sky conditions shows that this component contributes more to downward vertical motion in clear air than in the
cloudy situations. The consequences of this systematic variation in estimating energy conversions is discussed. I n
view of these results the effect of other diabatic processes is very briefly considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

of the scales and mechanism by which this conversion
In many studies the so-called adiabatic method, which occurs. Wiin-Nielsen(1964) notes that use of adiabatic
vertical velocities toobtainthe
conversion of available
involves the first
law
of t,hermodynamics and
the
potential
energy
to
kinetic
energy
can be misleading.
adiabatic assumption, isused to obtain thefield of vertical
I n anystudy employing adiabaticvertical velocities,
motion. Despite the necessity of the adiabatic assumption,
thevalidity of theresultsdependscriticallyuponthe
this procedure for computing vertical motions (Haltiner
For certain cases high in t'he
and Martin,1957) is widely used in meteorology, primarily adiabaticassumption.
because othertechniques,
suchasthe
kinematic and atmosphere, this assumption is not unrealistic. However,
regions, especially the lower and
vorticity methods, require assumptionspossibly as restric- inotheratmospheric
diabatic
processes of absorption
and
tive as theadiabaticassumption.
I n a recent study, midtroposphere,
Hansen and Thompson (1965) used TIROS cloud photo- emission of radiant energy, release of latentheat,and
graphs and the vertical motion field obtained from both sensible heat addition at the earth's surface tend to make
the kinematic and adiabatic methods to examine smaller estimates of the vertical motionfield based on the adiabatic
scale vaxjiations in the vertical motion field. Although in method less reliable. While latent heatrelease and sensible
general they obtained their best results
using the kinematic heat transfer are difficultto measure, radiationalprocesses
method, they also concluded that when studying larger canbe measured by devices suchas the Suomi-Kuhn
scale motionswhere
datal.imitationsmay
e,xist, the radiometersondeandsatellites.
I n view of the importance of an accurate determination
adiabatic velocities are of more value.
for
both energy studies and thepossibility of inferring the
I n several atmospheric energetics studies the adiabatic
large-scale
vertical motion field from satellite data, the
method has beenused
toestimatethe
conversion of
significance
of one diabatic component-infrared
radiaavailable potential energy to kinetic energy (White and
tion-upon
adiabatic
estimates
of
the
field
of
vertical
Nolan, 1960; Jensen, 1961)-a process that involves the
sinking of relatively cold air and the rising of warm air motion is investigated in this paper. Soundings of infrared
(Lorenz, 1955). The importance of using accurate vertical cooling made a t Washington, D.C.,Montgomery,Ala.,
velocity estimates
in
these
Gonversion computations Green Bay, Wis., International Falls,Minn., and Amarillo,
cannot be overemphasized, since the magnitude of kinetic Tex., selected from the periods Dec. 20-28, 1960, and
of this
energy production determines the intensity of the general Jan. 7-18,1961, are used to estimate the contribution
diabatic
process
to
the
field
of
vertical
motion.
Separate
circulation. Furthermore, an understanding of the mode
motion
associated with
of the atmosphere's circulation requires a determination vertical profiles of vertical
adiabatic processes and with the infrared component
of
the diabatic process are compared by using 1) a limited
1 Research assignment for the academic year
1-69
with the Antarctic Meteorological
Research Center at Melbourne, Australia.
sample of polynomial filtered profiles and 2) a larger but
Visiting appointment for the academic year 1968-69 with the Department of Meteunfiltered sample of profiles. Because of the importance
oralogy, Pennsylvanja State University.
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of verticalmotionestimates
in obtaining energyconversions, the effect of neglecting the diabatic processes is
discussed in some detail.
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The diabatic component of the vertical motion obtained
by subtracting equation (4)from equation (3) is
1 dh

"

2. BASIC EQUATIONS
SYMBOLS

dh/dt=rate of heat addition per unit mass
c,=specific heat at constant pressure
CY =specific volume
Rd=gas constant for dry air
p =pressure
O=potential temperature
w=dp/dt=vertical velocity in pressure coordinates
Vh=horizontal wind velocity
g=acceleration of gravity
F,=net infrared radiation
f=Coriolis parameter
u=eastward component of the wind
w=northward component of the mind

Equation (4) is the usual expression fortheadiabatic
component of the vertical motion field, and equation (5),
which represents the diabatic effect, will for convenience
be designated thediabaticcomponent
of the vertical
motion field. I n thisstudy, only nonadiabaticheating
due to the field of terrestrial radiation isconsidered. Under
steady-stateconditionsandhorizontalisotropy
for the
field of infrared irradiance, the heat addition
per unit mass
due to infrared divergence is

Using the notation from the list
of symbols, the first
law of thermodynamics may be expressed as
dh

dT

-&=c,~-CYw.

Afterexpanding thetotaltemperaturederivative,the
solution for the vertical velocity is

w=

aT
1 dh
-+V*VpT-at
c, dt
CY

Thus the diabaticcomponent of vertical motion dueto the
field of infrared irradiance is

dT

Our discussion of vertical motion in this paper is based on
the definition forvertical velocity inconstant pressure
coordinates and should not be confused with the vertical
velocity, w, for Cartesiancoordinates.
Using the Poisson equation and the equation of state,
equation ( 2 ) becomes

w=

Equation (3) represents the true vertical motion, and all
adiabatic and diabatic processes must be known to obtain
its value. For purposes of discussion the vertical motion is
divided into two components, one associated with adiabatic processes andtheother
Cvith diabatic processes.
The adiabatic portion of the vertical motion obtained by
assuming dh/dt=O is

(4)

The adiabatic estimate of the vertical motion fieldis
obtained using (4),and the infrared diabatic component
is estimated by (7) from radiometersonde data (SuomiKuhn, 1958). The relative importanceof infrared processes
isexamined by comparing profiles of this diabatic component of the vertical motion field with profiles using the
adiabatic assumption.

3. COMPUTATIONALPROCEDURES
ADIABATIC ESTIMATES OF VERTICAL VELOCITIES

The calculation of adiabatic vertical velocities by equation (4) requires estimates of the local temperature tendency, horizontal temperature advection, and the stability
measure. An inherent problem in using synoptic data is
that the local temperature tendency isa time-averaged
determination while the horizontaladvection
bythe
geostrophic wind field is a spatially determined quantity
at a given time (Panofsky, 1951). The infrared component
is calculated from data taken at the same time as that
used in computing the advection term. I n order to obtain
diabaticandadiabatic
profiles that arerepresentative
for the sametime, the local temperaturetendencyhas
been determinedfromobservationstaken
24-hr apart
while the advection term of the adiabatic equation and
infraredcomponentcomputation
were' madefrom data
taken at the midpoint of the 24-hr period. For compatibility we assume that the 24-hr temperature tendency is
representative and is the best estimate corresponding to
the radiometersonde data.
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The aboveassumption seems reasonable because the
free-atmospheretemperaturetime
series tendstobea
smoothfunction whose principalvariation is associated
with large scales of motion with intervals of several days
between adjacent
relative
temperature
maxima
and
minima. For thisscale of variation, asecond order Taylor’s
series expansion about the midpointtime to should provide
a valid description of the temperature in the
24-hr interval
from to-12 hr to to+12 hr. If this condition is satisfied,
then the finite estimate of the 24-hr time-average temperature tendency is a valid estimate for the local tendency
at to.
I n this study, the horizontal temperature advection is
determined through the thermal wind relationship. This
allows the advection computation to be made solely from
the wind data fora single station and thus avoids the
problem of obtaininga geostrophic wind determination
from the large-scale pressure pattern. Under the assumption that the acceleration and frictional force are constant
with height, the vertical shear of the horizontal wind i s

%=-%(k
aP

fP

xv,T).

A rearrangement and scalar multiplication by
the horizontal temperature advection

V h yields

R. Johnson
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to the upper pressure level and deleting the observation
at the lower pressure level and then predicting the new
mid-observation. After obtaining valuesof 6, $,&/dp, and
&lap from 850 mb to 200 mb at 50-mb increments, filtered
estimates of the horizontaltemperatureadvectionare
computed.
Figure 1, which presents profiles of the raw and filtered
values of the u-component a t Washington, D.C., at 00 GMT
onDec. 22, 1960, clearlyillustratesthefiltering
effect
of the least squares approximating polynomials. In figure
2 the estimates of duldp computed by a finite-difference
approximation given by

for two different pressure intervals (Ap=lOO mb and 200
mb) and those obtained by differentiating the seconddegree approximating polynomial estimate of the u-component profile are compared. All finite differences were
computed using the basic observations. The 100-mb
finite-difference estimates include arandom oscillation
that does not accurately characterize the behavior of the
large-scale wind profile. Both the 200-mb finite difference
and the polynomial technique provide smoother and better behaved estimates at each level, with the polynomial

The accuracy of the temperature advection computed
with equation (8) depends upon the method used to eval0 uate u, v, aulap, and avjap. Since the u-and v-components
F I L T E R E D DATA
containrandomerrorsplus
small-scale wind variations,
+
100”
serious errors inthe estimation of these quantities result
if a
t
f + f RAW
DATA
method isnot used to reduce the influence of random errors
+
200”
and small-scale variations, both of which are essentially
noise superimposed upon the synoptic-scale variations.
300 -One way of reducing the effect of noise is t o use least
squares approximating polynomials for filtering. Approx400 imating polynomials (Hildebrand, 1956) can beused whenever the basic observations are discrete measurements of
-asmooth true function. Theadvantage of using least
500
squares approximating polynomials is that an exact fit to
the basic data is avoided. An exact fit requires the esti600 - matedfunction to pass through each datapoint,thus
oscillating abaut the true function.
On theotherhand,
7 0 0 -approximating polynomials supplya betterestimate of
the smooth true functionby suppressing the effects of
800 -random errors and small scale wind variations.
In a portion of this study the u- and v-component pro900
files are filtered by fitting a second-degree polynomial to
five adjacentobservations that are vertically spaced at
50-mb intervals. Pressure is used as the independent vari0
IO
20
30
40
able for filtering. The resulting polynomials, of the form
&=u(p) and 6=v(p), are then differentiated, and a set of
u (meters/sec)
filteredestimates &lap and d$/dp areobtained at the
midpoint of five observations. The nextset of filtered FIGURE1.-Comparison of raw and filtered values of the eastward
estimates is made bv adding a new observation adiacent
comuonent of the windatWashington. D.C.. Dec. 22. 1960. OOGMT.
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FIGURE
3."Clear sky profiles of adiabatic and infraredcomponents
of verticalmotion at Washington, D.C., on Dec. 20, 1960, 00
QMT.

giving the somewhat smootherprofile. These two estimates
agree closely due tosimilar weighting in the computations.
The smoother appearanceof the polynomial estimate can probably be attributed to the fact that the randomerror variance of the polynomial estimate is80 percent of the random
error variance of the finite difference. This can be verified
from an error analysis of the two methods. Furthermore,
by Gauss's theorem, differentiated polynomial estimates
are minimum variance estimates if polynomial estimates
are unbiased (Johnson, 1965).
Estimates of aulap and &lap were also made with a
finite-difference approximation with Ap=300 mb and also
with a polynomial fit to seven data points, but in some
cases this procedure tended to remove sigdicant features
of the wind profile. For this reason, the polynomial fit to
five adjacent observations to determine 2, ^v,a&//ap, and
&/dp was selected for computing horizontal temperature
advection. The nonfiltered advection estimates, which are
presented for comparison, were determined from observed
wind component values and a 200-mb finite evaluation.
The stabilitymeasure was also computed by differentiating the second-degree polynomial fit of potential temperature with respect. to pressure and, for comparison, by a
200-mbGnite-difference approximation. Values obtained
by these methods agree very well with few exceptions.
I n this sample the improvement due to filtering the stability measure was not as striking as anticipated because
the static stability of the data for the middle-latitude
winter troposphere is large.
In tropical regions and summer
conditions where the tropospheric lapse rate approaches
'thedryadiabatic, filtered estimates of stability would
provide a significant improvement. lncluded in figures 3,
4, 5, and 6 , which are discussed in section 4, are filtered
profiles of the stability measure. Because of the abrupt
change in thetemperatureandpotentialtemperature

profiles atthe tropopause level, thestabilitymeasure
estimates should not be computed in the same way they
are at levels above and below the tropopause. If the
conventional fivepoint filtering or finite-difference technique with Ap=200 mb is used to evaluate stability at or
within 100 mb above or below the tropopause, the sudden
change in stability that actually occurs ispartially removed by smoothing. For this reason,values of static
stabilitydeterminedfrom
the highest complete 200-mb
interval in the upper troposphere should beused for those
levels below the tropopause that otherwise could not be
computedwithout
using lower stratosphericdata.
A
similar procedurefordeterminingstratospheric
static
stability should be applied in the region just above the
tropopause. Since we have not incorporatedthis procedure
in our present study, care mus't be exercised in the comparison of magnitudes of the two biased estimates in the
vicinity of the tropopause.
INFRARED COMPONENT OF THE VERTICAL VELOCITIES

The infrared cooling contribution to the field of vertical
motion was evaluated by applying equation (6) to data
obtained from radiometersonde flights made a t 00 GMT
a t Washington,D.C.,Montgomery,
Ala., Green Bay,
Wis., International Falls,Minn.,
and Amarillo, Tex.,
during the periods of Dec. 20-28,1960, and Jan. 7-18,
1961. Diabatic vertical velocity profiles were obtained by
differentiating the approximating polynomial description
of the profiles of net irradiance and potential temperature
in a manner similar to that used to obtain the filtered
wind estimate. However, for infrared component profiles
the independent variable for filtering is time rather than
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FIGURE4.-Clear sky profiles of adiabatic and infrared components
of verticalmotion at Washington, D.C.,onDee.
26, 1960, 00
GYT.

FIGURE5.-Cloudy sky profiles of adiabatic and infrared components of vertical motion at Green Bay, Wis., on Jan. 17, 1961, 00
GMT. Cloud coverwas reported as 0.8 cirrostratus.

pressure. This technique of polynomial filtering of radiometersonde datahas
been presented
by
Kuhn and
Johnson (1966).

we would expect the resulting profiles to exhibit an even
more pronounced oscillatory behavior.
Comparison of the 200-mb, nodltered and filtered estimates reveals good agreement; however, in this example,
the filtered profile is somewhat smoother than the nonfiltered one, and the region of maximum adiabatic vertical
motion is displaced upwards by about 50 mb.

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In this study the effect of neglecting infrared cooling
when computing adiabatic vertical motions is considered
INDIVIDUAL CLEAR ANDCLOUDY SKY PROFILESOF ADIAby 1) comparingindividual
profiles of theadiabatic
BATIC AND INFRARED COMPONENTS OF VERTICALMOTION
component obtained from filtered data with the infrared
In additiontoadiabatic
profiles of verticalmotion,
component for clear and cloudy regimes, 2) employing a
synoptic case study of the time variation of the adiabatic figure 3 also presents the infrared component profile for
and infrared profiles, and 3) comparing mean profiles of this clear sky case. In this instance, the 200-mb filtered
the infrared with the adiabatic component obtained from and nonfiltered estimates of the adiabatic vertical velocia relatively large sample of unfiltered data, also for clear ties agree well with our concept of vertical motion in a
and cloudy conditions.
clear atmosphere, with positive values of uA throughout
Beforecomparing
theadiabaticanddiabatic
com- most of the troposphere. Likewise, the infrared component,
ponents, the effect of finite-difference and filtering tech- though small, is predominantly positive.
niques in estimating the adiabatic vertical velocities in a
Unfortunately, not all vertical motionprofiles from clear
clearatmospherearepresentedin
figure 3. Profiles of sky cases are as consistent as that presented in figure 3.
adiabaticverticalvelocityobtainedby
use of filtered For example, figure 4 sliows a reasonable infrared comestimates of the horizontaltemperatureadvectionand
ponent profile, butanadiabatic
profile thatdisplays
stability are shown by the continuous lines. The effect of negativevalues of wA throughaportion
of themiddle
the pressure interval used in finite-difference evaluations troposphere. The fact that no cloud cover was observed
in this case could be attributed to a number of reasons.
of the temperature advection and stability measure for
estimates of the adiabatic vertical velocities is shown for Cloud formation is not instantaneous but requires some
degree of saturation.
twocases, Ap=lOO mb and Ap=200 mb.'The 100-mb- finite time depending upon the initial
interval estimates portray a profile of adiabatic vertical In support of this reasoning is the observation by Hansen
motion that is not characteristic of large-scale atmospheric and Thompson (1965) of a time lag between the initiation
motions. The extreme oscillations very likely reflect the of upward vertical motion determined kinematically and
presence of small-scale variationsandrandomerrorsin
cloud formation as observed by TIROS photographs. In
wind and temperature data. If a 50-mb interval is used, some situations, but not necessarily this particular clear
338-8W 0 4 9 - 3
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FIGURE
6.-Cloudy sky profiles of adiabatic and infrared components of vertical motion at Montgomery, Ala., on Jan. 12, 1961, 00
GMT. Cloud cover was a cirrostratus overcast.

case, the neglect of other diabaticeffects leads to erroneous
estimates of vertical.motion. Finally, thepossibility exists
that errors were present in the data.
The infrared component was largest, as expected,in the
presence of clouds..-Figure 5 shows the profiles for Green
Bay, Wis., on an evening with 0.8 cirrostratus overcast.
In this case, the adiabatic vertical velocitymaximum 'near
350 mb corresponds closely to the cloud level while the
maximum infrared component occurred in- the vicinity of
the cloud top. The cloud top coincides very closely with
the tropopauseand
thesudden
decrease inadiabatic
vertical velocities in the region above.
A secondexample of verticalvelocity profiles for a
cirrostratus overcast condition is presented infigure 6. I n
this case, the adiabatic contribution to the total vertical
motion is positive almosteverywhere below 'the cloud,
which appearsinconsistentwith
themaintenance of a
cloud.
CASE STUDY

To illustrate temporal variations that occurred in the
components of vertical motion withchanges in thesynoptic
weather pattern, the 4-day period of Jan. 12-15,. 1961, at
Washington, D.C., is considered. During the first 2 days,
skies at Washington were clear as high pressure dominated
the easternUnited States. However, on January 13, a
low-pressure area that hadformed off the TexasGulf Coast
was just south of New Orleans and moving northeast at
about 15 kt. There was a cold-core Lorn aloft to 300 mb
over central Texas to the west of the surface depression.
By 06 GMT on January 14, the low-pressure center was
located just west of Tallahassee, Fla., with a cold front
along the western Florida coast and a warm front through

southern Georgia into the Atlantic.A t 00 GMT on January
14 there was scattered cirrus, and at 06 GMT scattered
stratocumulus was present over Washington. On January
15 there was animbostratusovercastwithcontinuous
rain as thelow-pressure center moved southeast of Washington on a northeasterly course.
Figure 7 shows thetimevariation
of theadiabatic
vertical velocities at four selected pressure levels. During
the first 2 days of. the period, the adiabatic method indicated general subsidence at all levels except 500 mb.
The large negative value of wA on January 12 probably
results from an observational error. By 12 GMT on January 14 the adiabatic velocities indicated generally upward
motion, and by the end of the fourth day the strengthof
the upward motion was decreasing at most levels.
Figure 8 presents the infrared component profiles at 00
GMT for each day of the period. The first 2 days show
profiles typical of clear skies, while. the third day shows
some effect of cirrus with bases located a t about 250 mb.
Examination of the profile for January 15 shows a more
pronounced effect with the top of the highest cloud layer
at about 300 mb. Apparently the effective emissivity of
the cirrus layer on January 15 was much greater than on
January 14. The lack of variation in the profile below 550
mb indicatesnearlyradiational
equilibrium below this
level.
Adiabatic vertical-velocity estimates in this case study
showed generally good agreement with our concept of the
vertical motionfield for thesynopticpattern,aresult
that was nottruein
all cases. Also, thediabatic component corresponded
well
with cloud conditionsand
demonstrated its importance in the cloudy regions.
MEAN CLEAR AND CLOUDY PROFILES

Although filtered profiles of adiabatic velocities were
used for comparison withtheinfraredcomponentsin
individual cases, it was not possible, because of the limited
number of cases, to obtainmean
profiles that were
of filtered adiabatic
significant. The limitednumber
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FIGURE10.-Mean profiles of the adiabatic andinfrared components
of verticalmotionforcloudyskyconditions.Profiles
areconstructed with respect to the mean cloud position of the 10 cases

used.

profiles resulted from the fact that data at 50-mb increments, which were necessary for application of the filtering
technique,
were
available
for
only
some cases.
Consequently,mean profiles of infraredandunfiltered
adiabatic velocities were preparedfrom
relatively
a
large sample of data obtained a t standard levels.
Mean profiles of adiabaticvertical velocities and the
correspondinginfraredcomponents
were obtainedfrom
31 individual profiles computed from observations taken
during the data period described in the Introduction. As
in the case of filtered profiles, equations (4) and (7) were
used to compute the adiabatic and the infrared components,respectively. The infrared data used toestimate
mean profiles were computed in the same way as in the
individual profiles. However, the unfiltered
adiabatic
component used to obtain mean profiles differed from the
individual filtered profiles in that the time for which they
arevalid differs by 6 hr from the timefor which the
infrared profileswere
calculated. This time difference
resulted from the fact that the local temperature tendency was computed
from
observations
taken
12 hr
rather than 24 hr apart.
Separatemean profileswere prepared for clear and
cloudy situations. To be classified as cloudy, a t least 0.8
coverage of middle or high clouds was required; and to
be classified as clear, less than 0.1 cloud coverage was
necessary. Figure 9 presentsmean profiles of adiabatic
and infrared components computed using 21 clear cases.
Both profiles correspond with the concept of subsidence
in the presence of clear skies. The mean adiabatic profile
shows positive values of uA throughout, averaging about
0.4X10-3 mb sec", withamaximum
of 0.75X
mb
sec-l a t 500 mb. The infrared component averages about

0.25X10-3 mb sec".

The small mean for the adiabatic
component indicates considerable heterogeneity in individual profiles forclearconditions.
In contrast, the
relatively large magnitude of the mean for the infrared
componentindicates less heterogeneityfor
this class.
The slight negative value a t 200 mb is associated with
convergence of infraredirradiance in the region of the
tropopause.
Figure 10 presentsmean
profiles obtainedfrom
10
cloudy cases. In preparing this figure, a technique used
by Kuhn (1966) was employed to determine the pressures
a t the base and top of the cloud layer for the individual
profiles of net irradiance. Once thesepressures
were
established for each case, infrared components were computed a t 50-mb intervals to a maximum of 200 mb above
the cloud top and 200 mb below the cloud base. These
values were thenaveragedto
obtainthemean
profile.
The adiabatic contribution a t these levels was obtained
by interpolating between the values that had
been
computed at standard levels for the individual cases and
then averaging those values. The dotted line within the
cloud connecting theinfraredcomponents
at the base
andtop should notbe considered as representing the
infrared component within the cloud, since most of the
cloud interior is in radiation equilibrium.
It should benoted that the relativelylargenegative
value of uz a t the mean cloud baseandlargepositive
value a t the top are mainly due
to a net absorption of
infrared radiation a t the base and emission a t the top and
arenotrepresentative
of large-scale verticalmotion.
However, these radiation processes are important in
enhancing small-scale turbulentmotionin
clouds. The
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heating a t the base and cooling a t the top decreases the
static stability within the
cloud and consequently may
lead to turbulent mixing and an increased upward heat
transfer. Moller (1951) estimated that, in a cloud 0.5 km
thick a t an elevation of 2 k m , only 45 min would be
requiredtoincrease
the lapse rate fromisothermal to
0.5°C/100 m, while in a cloud of the same thickness at an
elevation of 5 k m only 20 min would be needed to produce
the samechange.Moller
assumed that no convective
transfer of heat occurred
during
the destabilization
process.
Although infraredprocesses are important inclouds, the
contribution of latent heat " t o verticalmotionscanbe
more significant. Immediatelybeneath
a precipitating
cloud layer
the
evaporating
droplets
cause
cooling,
which may offset any infraredwarming(andnegative
values of wl), but at lower levels the evaporationmay
reinforce any smallpositivevalues of or. In thecloud,
latent heat release due to condensation gives a negative
contributiontothetotalverticalmotion.Atthe
cloud
top there can be both condensation and evaporation
of
moisture. The condensation is theresult of ascending
motion, while evaporationresults because of turbulent
mixing andsubsequententrainment
of drierairfrom
above. Whetherheating or cooling is occurring at the
cloud top depends upon which process is predominant.
Although the diabatic component of vertical motion in
the vicinity of cloud top and base must be neglected when
considering the large-scale vertical
motion
field, an.
examination of figures 9 and 10 shows animportant
difference in the diabaticprofiles that are representative of
large-scale atmospheric processes. Infrared cooling beneath
an extensive cloud layer is typically less thaninclear
conditions. For example, the average value of the infrared
component of vertical motion in the mean cloudy profile
(fig. 10) between 450 and 600 mb is very close to zero,
while the average value of this component in the mean
clear profile(fig.
9) inthe
samepressureintervalis
approximately 0.4 X
mb/sec.
5. CONSEQUENCE IN ENERGYCONVERSION
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growing and organized disturbances,cloudyareastend
to be associated with the warmer air to the east and clear
areas with the colder air in and below the midtropospheric
trough. Since the infrared component of vertical motion
tends to be in phase with the adiabatic component, the
if the
actual conversion will tend to be underestimated
infrared component is neglected. Our results can be used
toestimate that portion of thebiaserrordue
tothe
neglect of diabatic processes.
The general expression for the conversion of eddy
available potential energy to eddy kinetic energy is

C(P,K)= -f w'a 'dm

(9)

where m is the mass, the primes denote deviations from a
latitudinal mean on a pressure surface, and the integration extends over theentireatmosphere.
Thetruebut
unknown eddy conversion, indicated by asterisks, is

C*(P,K)= -Jw'*a'*dm.

(10)

Since the total vertical motion field is given by the sum
of adiabatic and diabatic portions, equation (10) may be
written as

c*(p,K)=-f(w'*A+g'*D)(Y'*dWL.

(1 1)

If we assume that estimates of specific volume and
adiabatic vertical velocity are unbiased and their random
observationalerrorsuncorrelated, the expected value of
conversion estimates using theadiabaticassumptionis

E[C(P,K)]=-fw'*Aa'*dm=C*(P,K)-6(12)
where
6=- f o'*,a'*dm.

(13)

Equations (12) and (13) show thatthe biaserror 6 is
given by the covariance of the diabatic component and
the specific volume. The diabaticcomponent
of the
vertical velocity is
OD=(J"S+wI+(JL+(JC+wF

(14)

ESTIMATES

where the subscripts
denote
the following diabatic
components :
Although the primary purpose
of our study is to compare
S= direc t solar absorption,
the infraredwith theadiabatic component of vertical
I=emission of infrared energy,
motion, it is also important to consider the significance of
L=release of latent heat,
these results in atmospheric energy studies. In this study
C=sensible heat addition by conduction a t the earth's
the contribution of infrared cooling to the total vertical
interface,
motion field was usually positive, but much more so in
F=internal heat addition dueto frictional dissipation
clear areas than in regions with middle or high clouds.
of kinetic energy.
Since growing and organized weatherdisturbancesare
I n the developing and organized stages of the weathernow recognized as major sites of conversion of potential producingdisturbance,thediabaticcomponents
of the
to kinetic energy in middle latitudes (Starr, 1958), it is release of latent heat, infrared cooling, and solar absorpimportant to consider the magnitude of thebiaserror
tion are in phase with the adiabatic vertical motion and
resultingfromthe
use of adiabatic velocities (Wiin- the specific volume fields. The component of sensible heat
Nielsen, 1964) inestimating the production of kinetic addition a t the earth's surface is opposite in phase to the
energy bythe wcv integral. In troughs associated with field of vertical motion, since the coldest air a t the sur-
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face will be heated-more than the
warm air. The frictional
componentisunimportant,
for there should belittle
covariance between specific volume or w and the frictional
dissipation of the horizontalkinetic energy. Thus,the
systematicbiaserrorduetothe
neglect of thefour
heating components is

s

latent heat in the precipitating regions of the organized
disturbance. The results obtained by Danard (1964) for
wA and wL indicate that a possible range for b5 is from 1.0
to 1.5. Thus, it is possible that actual adiabatic estimates
should be adjusted upward by 50 to 75 percent t o remove
bias from the neglect of latent heat release.
With respect to the biasconversion error introduced by
the neglect of effects of sensible heat additiona t the earth’s
interface, the systematic bias error,6, should be negative.
where the first three terms of theintegraltendtobe
Sensible heat addition at the earth’s interface will always
positive, causing theadiabatic conversion estimatesto
be larger in the colder air than in the warmer air. This is
be low while the last term tends to be negative, causing particularly true in the winter when cold continental air
the adiabatic conversion estiniates t o be high.
flows off the eastern portions of both the Asian and North
Our results,although tentative, allow a quantitative American Continents. The effect of neglecting the comestimate for the infrared component. The results shown ponent of the vertical motionassociated with sensible heatin figures 9 and 10 indicatethatthe infrareddiabatic
ing and use of the adiabatic verticalcomponent is to overcomponent may be expressed as
estimate the magnitude of the downward vertical motion.
In the boundary layer, the magnitude of the true vertical
motion should besmall;andinthe
presence of strong
sensible heating of the cold air, the adiabatic component,
where the value of bI lies at least between 0.1 and 0.2 and which is a large positive value,may benearly balanced by
is possibly greater. For regions of the quasi-geostrophic a large negative diabatic component. Thus the sign of bo,
planetarywaves (i.e., thosewithoutembedded,smaller
corresponding to the definition of bI, is probably negative,
organized disturbances) for which the adiabatic assump- and 6c is also negative. Althoughwe are unable to estimate
tion is valid or for unorganized scales in which there is the magnitude of this bias error, we speculate that it is
probablynosystematicrelation
between thediabatic
opposite in sign and larger in magnitude than the infrared
component of vertical motion and the adiabatic vertical bias error but less than the latent heat bias error. When
velocities, bI may be set to zero without inducing estima- adiabatic vertical velocities and the w integral are used
tion errors in the conversion integral. Under these approx- toestimateenergy
conversions, wewouldemphasize
imations the infrared bias error component in adiabatic
Jensen’s (1961) statement “. . . that the occurrence. of
vertical velocities is
very intense energy transformations within the boundary
region is questionable in view of certain nongeostrophic
and nonadiabatic effects.”
Wiin-Nielsen (1964), using Jensen’s (1961) calculations
of the adiabatic conversion of available potential energy
where the subscript one denotes values from atmospheric to kinetic energy for individual layers, estimated that for
regions possessing organized disturbances,andthe
sub- the Northern Hemisphere the conversion due to adiabatic
script two denotes valuesassociated with quasi-geostrophic motions amounted to 4.24 watts m-2 during January1958
scales and unorganized circulations. If one assumes that and 2.71 watts m-2 during April1958. Our crude estimates
50 percent of the estimated conversion by the adiabatic
of the vertical motion bias errors
produced by diabatic
method occurs in organized disturbances of smaller effectsindicate that these energy conversion estimates
should be increased. With anincrease, they would compare
synoptic scales and 50 percent in the largerplanetary
(1966) earlier estimate of
scale without an organized heating field in which bI, is morefavorablywithEung’s
zero, the bias infrarederrorcomponentrelated
to the 6.4 .watts m-2 and his later estimate (1967) of 4.12 watts
m-2 for frictional dissipation and Dutton and Johnson’s
expected value of adiabatic estimates is
(1967) summary of the transformation rates involved in
the atmospheric energy cycle. Admittedly, our comments
0.1 S b I , 50.2.
(18); concerning the bias errors dueto
neglect of diabatic
processes are quite speculative; however, our results for
Thus, estimates of the conversion of potential energy are infrared processes, Danard’s for latent heating, and the
underestimated, and the actual adiabatic estimatesshould questionable effectsof sensible heating indicate that addibe adjusted upward by 5 to 10 percent to remove the in- tionalinvestigations of the energy conversion processes
fraredcomponent bias and to achieve betterestimates
should be undertaken. It is quite possible that the use of
of the true conversion.
adiabatic vertical motions in estimating the energy conUndoubtedlythereisa
similar significant andmore
versions on a hemispheric scale produce estimates which
‘strikingbiaserrordue
to the neglect of the effects of may be significantly low.
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